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Corruption of language seen in recent 
campaign, post-election allegations  

By Steve Horton. 

     There is no swifter route to the corruption of thought than the corruption of 

language.   

--George Orwell 

   In his essay “Politics and the English Language” and other works, George Orwell 

talked of how government officials can corrupt the language with their manipulative 

terms and distortion of facts, done with the goal of misleading the public or 

disguising their actual intent. 



    Orwell, in various roles during his life, was an eyewitness to the calamities of the 

first half of the 20th century, viewing the final years of the British Empire (he was 

an Englishman), the twin rises of Communism and Fascism, the Spanish Civil War 

where he fought for the Republic against Franco’s invasion, World War II, and the 

start of the Cold War. 

    So, he saw the masters of manipulation and distortion—what is called 

propaganda. Those observations played a part in two of his most well-known 

novels, Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four, created near the end of his life. He 

died in 1950 at age 46. 

    Of course, the “corruption of language,” or at the very least a designed misuse of 

vocabulary, seems a regular feature of American political dialogue, particularly 

during heated campaigns. It’s a feature that dates back to the first contested 

presidential race between John Adams and Thomas Jefferson in 1800—both of 

them seeking to succeed the venerable George Washington. That campaign is 

credited with giving rise to our two-party system and was noteworthy for being 

rather nasty in tone and tenor. 

    To say our recently-held election was a bit nasty at times would be an 

understatement, foremost being the clash between Biden and Trump and their 

legions of supporters, but permeating many of the others races—from seats in 

Congress to those in the state legislatures to county boards. 

  



   Usually, the heated rhetoric cools down after the November vote, simmering until 

the next big issue or the launch of another election cycle, although the disputes that 

accompany the partisan divide rarely stop percolating. 

    In the United States, politics—with the prize of government control—is only one 

cause of the hot debate. The cultural wars, going on for the past half-century, have 

added fuel to the fire, not to mention momentous issues like civil rights and matters 

of war-and-peace. 

     I won’t belabor what’s been occurring in the aftermath of the recent 

election, with President Trump and his diehard allies repeatedly claiming that the 

vote was rigged against him, which is why he lost; part of a vast conspiracy of 

Democrats in the key battleground states (including Michigan) who committed 

fraud. 

    Trump’s legal team and parties have field numerous lawsuits in those states, 

alleging all sorts of malfeasance with the purpose of stopping certification, tossing 

out votes in Democratic strongholds, or preventing the counting of electoral votes. 

    None of these legal maneuvers gained traction, thanks to a judiciary that still 

adheres to the law and requires credible proof. Nor have the state certifications been 

stopped, whether signed by Democrats or Republicans, again thanks to officials 

who followed established procedures and decline to circumvent their respective 

state laws. 



     Those Republicans who made this choice, most notably the governor and 

secretary of state in Georgia, have been attacked for being complicit in the supposed 

fraud, or cowardly for not overturning the vote—which has been counted three 

times with the same outcome. Biden won, albeit by a small margin. 

    In Michigan, where the difference was over 150,000 votes in Biden’s favor, a 

final gambit (at least we pray it’s a final one) has been to pressure the Republican-

controlled legislators to ignore this victory and, under the guise that it was a fraud, 

award the electoral votes to Trump. 

    The same attempt has been made in the other battleground states that went for 

Biden. 

    The GOP leadership in the Michigan legislature had earlier called a special 

session to assign committees in the Senate and House with the task of investigating 

the counting of absentee votes in Detroit, this being the place where the Trump team 

hoped to muddy the waters and reverse the result. 

    Recent hearings by those committees took place on successive days at the Capitol 

last week.  

    A report by the Detroit News noted that “Michigan lawmakers (in the Senate) 

spent more than six hours Tuesday (Dec. 1) probing for evidence of wrongdoing in 



the presidential election as unproven claims of fraud flew from Republican poll 

challengers who monitored vote-counting in Democratic-heavy Detroit.” 

    As for the session held the following evening, MLive described it as “a 

legislative hearing unlike any other,” reporting that “Over the course of roughly 

five hours Wednesday, Rudy Giuliani, personal attorney for President Donald 

Trump, and other people he brought forward asserted oft-repeated, oft-debunked 

claims of voter fraud and election misconduct to the House Oversight 

Committee.”  

     The article added that Giuliani urged lawmakers to “take back your power” 

and disregard certified election results that show President-elect Joe Biden 

winning the state’s popular vote, calling those results a “complete falsehood.” 

    There weren’t any witnesses from the Democratic side called to testify, nor any 

election officials, nor any hard evidence introduced other than the “claims” which 

were made without putting anyone under oath. 

    The phrase I keep seeing from a number of Republican lawmakers is “voting 

irregularities.” 

     Since “election fraud” is a pretty forceful term, being that it’s illegal and actual 

proof is usually expected, I suppose employing the word “irregularities” is a way of 



skirting around the issue. The word suggests something improper or nefarious 

might have occurred without needing to be too specific, because, after all, “we want 

our elections to be conducted with integrity and accuracy.” 

      On the other hand, for something to be “irregular,” there’s the need to define 

“regular” and see if something is amiss. 

        

    The phrase “integrity and accuracy” is likewise disingenuous, intended to hint 

this might not have actually been the case at the Detroit vote-counting center, 

making the accusation without having to produce any admissible proof. Another 

accompanying term is “to ensure fair and transparent elections” which usually 

means that there’ll be laws proposed that, if enacted, suppress the vote by making it 

less accessible and easy, 

    Reports indicate that the GOP legislators have been overwhelmed with phone 

calls and emails from Trump supporters, begging them to ignore the election results. 

This despite the law on the books that does not give them this power; in fact, spells 

out that the winner of the popular vote gets Michigan’s electoral votes. 

  To their credit, the leadership has pointed out this reality and stated their intent to 

follow the law. However, faced with the pressure and well aware that citing existing 

law is pretty much falling on deaf ears, the hearings—if nothing else—show Trump 

supporters “something is being done” with the promise of fixing the “irregularities” 

so this doesn’t happen again. 



   Thus far, the institutions of democracy have held firm, officials at the local and 

state levels have legally performed their assigned duties, and the process has moved 

steadily forward. The legislature, we trust, will continue to do the same. 

    But the danger, as Orwell pointed out, is that corrupt language, if accepted or left 

unchallenged, can corrupt thought and ultimately influence future direction. 

   Steve Horton is a mid-Michigan journalist and editor-publisher of the Fowlerville 

News & Views, a weekly newspaper. His e-mail address is: 

hortonnotebook@gmail.com 
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